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INTRODUCTIO N

rom cloud-chamber studies by BØGGILD, BROSTRØM, and LAU -

RITSEN (1) it is known that the curve giving the energy loss
b y fission fragments along their range differs from the correspond -
'he curve for a-particles. The ionization produced by the fragments

high at the beginning of the path ; it decreases along the range ,
tehing a minimum near the end of the track . In the very end
energy loss per cm is expected to rise again .

According to theoretical considerations regarding the pene -
'tionof fission fragments through matter as developed by Bomi (2) ,

range of the fragments may be divided into two parts over
Dich the stopping mechanisms are essentially different . In the
st part, wher,e the fragment velocity is high compared wit h
orbital velocities of the most loosely bound electrons in the

oms of the stopping material, the energy loss takes place
'wiiarily through excitation and ionization of the atoms . In
eh electronic collisions the fragment with its bound electrons ,
ding a total charge z'', is . assumed to act as a single particle
charge number z* . The total charge is determined by a balance
toveen capture and loss of electrons from the fragment ion,
uiiibrium being established when the most loosely boun d
clron in the fragment ion has an orbital velocity comparabl e
ih Che translatory velocity v of the fragment . Consequently ,
e charge decreases as the fragment is slowed down, a phe-

enlenon which has also been verified experimentally (3) . Due to
is decrease of z*, the ionization decreases along the range, i n
'inrast to the case of a-particles or protons which exhibit a n

]i cre»sing ionization with decreasing velocity .
hen the fragment reaches a velocity of the order of uo =

'omes almost completely neutralized . Moreover, in collisions
i•
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with the atoms, the electron structures tend to react adiabatica l

and, hence, the rate of energy loss in electronic collisions b

comes very small . Due to their large mass, the fragments s t

have a considerable energy of several MeV and may thus coy
an appreciable distance before being finally stopped . Over th

residual part of the range, the energy loss is supposed to ta ]

place mainly in nuclear collisions, i . e . in encounters wh e
kinetic energy is imparted to the stopping atom as a who ]

From the theory it follows that the energy loss per cm du e

such nuclear encounters increases towards the end of the pat

In the cloud-chamber experiments the increase in the num b

of nuclear collisions along the range was directly observed„ 1

the energy loss per crn was determined in a somewhat indil i

way by means of statistical methods . More direct measureme r

of the specific ionization in the first part of the range were p

formed by the author . The results obtained for argon have alre a

been briefly reported elsewhere (4) . Chapter I of the present pal l

gives a more detailed account of these experiments, while Chap ]

II deals with corresponding investigations in other gases . Final]

in Chapter III, an attempt is made to construct the range-veloc i

curve for the whole range by combining the ionization measu i

ments with the cloud chamber experiments .

CHAPTER I

Specific Ionization in Argon .

§ 1 . Experimental arrangement .

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig . 1 . Insidi~

box, made of a 5 " copper tube with a bottom and a remova l

lid, is placed a shallow ionization chamber . The collecting el i

trode is a brass plate mounted on the lid of the box by n

of three amber supports (not shown in the figure) . The

electrode is a thin foil of aluminum or gold held by a framey o

of brass, which is also mounted on the lid by means of ü d

supports . The distance between the two electrodes is 5.0 ± 0:1 in

the electrodes being as nearly parallel as possible . Inside tip

furthermore placed a uranium layer, evaporated upon a mie'a
r=et which is fastened to a brass plate . In front of the layer a
phragm with about 350 openings is mounted ; this diaphragm
Iy allows the fission fragments to come out nearly perpendicu =
dÿ to the surface of the layer . The whole "gun" is mounted o n
brass rod which slides in a brass tube, and can be operated
,in outside ; the air-tightening is made by means of a piec e

ubber tubing greased with ricinolein . The gun as viewed

10 c m

Fig . 1 . Experimental arrangement .

ui the right side, in the picture is shown in Fig . 2a ; Fig. 2 b
es part of the cross-section a-a in enlarged scale . The dia -
.ragm actually consists of nine brass plates, 1 mm thick, and
distance ring, 2 mm thick . The arrangement shown in th e
ure minimizes the number of fragments reflected from th e
lls of the channels to the ionization chamber . Later, however ,

precaution was found to be unnecessary .
From the geometry described it is easily calculated that th e

dance traversed by the most obliquely moving fragments i s
p er cent higher than the distance travered by the fragments
iving perpendicularly to the surface . When the unavoidabl e
ill deviations from planeness of the foil and from parallel-
iiofthe electrodes are taken into account, the distances traverse d

the various fragments inside the chamber are estimated to b e
uah within + 4 per cent, while the distances traversed on the

to the chamber are equal within ± 2 .5 per cent. Due to

la amplifier
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the obliquely moving fragments the average distance travur

by the fragments before observation is 3 per cent higher t
the distance between the uranium layer and the middle of
ionization chamber . The corresponding stopping equivalent ,

obtained when the pressure of the argon inside the box, meas[ r
with a mercury manometer, is taken into account, and when

stopping equivalent of the aluminum foil is added. x can

varied by moving the gun and by varying the pressure . i

Figs . 2 a and 2 b .

mean thickness of the uranium layer is 0 .33 mg/cm 2 as d k

mined by weighing as well as by a-counting and it give s
only to a small correction to x (s, 4 . 0 .6 mm of argon), wli
has been neglected. The layer is not exactly homogeneous, 1
the thickness is estimated to vary by less than 20 per cen l

The fission fragments are produced by slow neutrons hiü i
the uranium layer . The box is placed between the coils of t

cyclotron at a distance of about 25 cm from an internal Be-tai
which is bombarded by deuterons and thus acts as a siro
source of neutrons . 3-5 cm of paraffin are inserted between t
target and the box which on all sides is surrounded by paraffi,

§ 2 . Experimental method .

The ionization chamber is connected to a linear amplifier n .r

a cathode-ray oscillograph whose screen is photographe d
continuously moving film . Fig. 3 shows a piece of a film .

expulses are due to fission fragments, the actual pulses bein g

eted upwards ; the peaks going downwards are caused b y

amplifier . Pulses due to statistical fluctuations of the back -

Laid ionization caused by the intense irradiation with y-ray s
fast neutrons also occur . Numerous small pulses, partly

,'rated from each other, are seen on the oscillograph, but o n
rather slowly moving film they appear as a considerabl e

adening of the zero line . The recording films are placed i n
mall diascope and the measurements are always carried ou t
the same way . Thé number of pulses of various pulse size s
[ punted and the distribution curve obtained is plotted .

Fig. 4 gives the result of two measurements in which th e
assure in the box was 300 mm Hg of argon, the distanc e

versed by the fragments inside the ionization chamber thu s

rresponding to about 2 mm of argon at atmospheric pressure .

[e distance x from the uranium layer to the middle of th e
iization chamber was equivalent to approximately 10 and
nun of argon at atmospheric pressure in the left and righ t

res, respectively. The curves give the number of pulses plot -

i against their sizes as measured in relative units (regardin g
scale of abscissae, see later). The distribution of pulse sizes
x .- 10 mm shows the presence of the well-known two group s
fragments . Furthermore, it indicates that a few backgroun d

Ilses are much larger than is indicated by the breadth of th e
ri line and that some of the pulses due to the heavy group of

itinients are smaller than the upper limit for the background

rises while, on the other hand, the light group is completel y

painted from the heavy group and the background .

From the curve can be determined the values of the abscissa e

rresponding to the two peaks, i . e . the most frequent sizes o f
é pulses of the two groups . It is possible approximately to
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define what may be denoted as "the upper and lower limits
of the light group and "the upper limit" of the heavy group a

the points of intersection between the steepest tangents to th

curve and the axis of abscissae . Of course, the limits so obtainer

energy loss per mm of Argon in Me V

Fig . 4 . Distribution of specific ionization by fission fragments having traven e
10 mm of argon (left) and 12 mm of argon (right) . Depth of ion chamber cor n

sponds to 2 mm of argon .

are only significant if the spread in pulse size caused by th

background is considerably smaller than the width of each it

the peaks. This is actually the case, as was shown by means t

artificial pulses produced by an apparatus described earlier (5 )
The artificial pulses were also used for testing the lineari `

of the amplifier ; during each measurement they were frequentl`
used for checking the amplification which did not remain strict h

constant with time . In the various measurements during earl

series it was furthermore found convenient to use differe i

amplifications of the last stage, and relative measures for tits

total amplification were obtained by means of the artifici a

pulses .

3 . Investigation of the proportionality between ionizatio n

and pulse size .

The magnitude of the background depends on the resolvin g
time of the amplifier . In order to reduce the background to a
reasonable amount it was necessary to choose the smallest tim e
constant r of the amplifier rather low, ' 3 . 10_5

sec. However ,
while the negative ions were collected in a shorter time, it ca n
easily be calculated from the known ionic mobility of the positiv e
ions that complete collection of the latter required a somewha t

onger time than r, although the field intensity used was rathe r

dgh, 800 volts/cm . Accordingly, the pulse sizes were found to de -

1Tnd somewhat on the voltage across the chamber. This is an in-

onvenience, but it does not severely hamper the use of th e

apparatus . If the interdependence between pulse size and voltag e

e due solely to thejather small -r in connection with the slow

movements of the positive ions, the pulse sizes must be expecte d

to be proportional to the number of ions as long as the voltage
and the pressure are kept constant. In fact, for all fragments the

conditions in the ionization chamber are nearly identical, th e

fragments all moving almost parallel to each other . Hence, th e

collection of the ions will take place quite similarly in the dif-

ferent cases . This means, firstly, that all the negative ions will

be collected in a very short time ; secondly, that within equa l
time intervals equal fractions of the total number of positive ions
will be collected and, thirdly, that non-collected ions will be dis -
placed by equal lengths . Thus, the shape of the voltage vari-

ation with time on the collector plate is the same for each pulse ,

and the pulse sizes give a relative measure for the ionization .

We are, however, unable to perform a calibration by means o f

e-particles in the usual way, since a-particles moving in th e
same direction as do the fragments produce too low ionizatio n

inside the ionization chamber, and a-particles moving parallel

to the plates are unsuitable, since the collection of the ions forme d
hy such particles will take place in a different way .

That the pulsé sizes depend on the voltage might also partly
he due to lack of saturation and, if this is the case, we shal l
`obtain pulses roughly proportional to n (1 - an), where n i s
the number of primary ion pairs and a is the coefficient of re -

å 4
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combination ; hence, the larger pulses will be measured relativel .

too small . Now, since the fragments are moving perpendicular l

to the plates, the negative ions have to move through a cloud o

positive ions before reaching the collector plate, a fact which

tends to increase a possible recombination . Therefore, it . i s

necessary to investigate whether or not the pulse sizes are pr o

portional to the number of primary ions .

The curves in Fig . 4 were obtained with 400 volts across th

100

	

200

	

300

	

400 volts

Fig. 5 . Abscissa : voltage across the ion chamber. - Ordinates : pulse sizes ir
relative units . - Open circles correspond to the peak of the light group, ful
circles to upper and lower limits of the light group and upper limit of the hem )

group .

chamber. For x = 10 mm similar curves were determined wit h

300, 200, and 100 volts . In Fig. 5 the values of the pulse siz e

are compared. As is seen, a doubling of the voltage correspond s

to an increase in pulse size of about 15 per cent . The ordinates

of the curves of Fig . 5 have a constant ratio, and the experimen t

ally found points seem to agree fairly well with the assumptioi :

of proportionality .

In Table 1 the pulse sizes are given in relative units, the siz f

of the upper limit of the light group being put equal to 1 for ear l

voltage . If recombination takes place the small pulses will be ined'

sured relatively too high, an effect which will be the larger, the low, er;

the voltage . Hence, it follows that the figures in the vertical

columns should increase downwards, the increase being highes t

in the last column. In fact, the figures seem to point at a small

variation just in this way . However, we conclude that the I

Table 1 .

Light group

	

Heavy group

Volts
Upper
limit

Peak
Lowe r
limit

Upper
limit

400 1 .00 0 .88 0 .74 0 .63

300 1 .00 .85 .74 .6 3

200 1 .00 .87 .76 .6 5

100 1 .00 .90 .79 .68

iblerecombination can be neglected at 300 or 400 volts and that ,
or these voltages, the pulse sizes are proportional to the number
rf primary ions' l

4 . Distribution of specific ionization for various distance s

traversed .

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the pulses are larger for
c= 10 mm than for x = 12 mm . In the latter case, the pulse s
hie to the light group are still clearly separated from the other
xiises, while the heavy group has nearly disappeared in th e
Background . For x = 14 mm the pulses are further decrease d
Fig 6) and the heavy group cannot be seen• any more ; the
pulses of the light group are also lowered and the separatio n
between the latter and the other pulses is less complete. For

s 16, 18, and 20 mm (Fig. 7) the process continues and, in

the last case, the light group has also disappeared into the back -
ground and can no longer be observed directly . Yet, the distri-
hution curve obtained for x = 22 mm (not shown) is slightly
steeper than that for x = 20 mm and, thus, the presence o f
fission fragments for x = .20 mm can be detected .

The curves of Fig . 8 were obtained with a pressure of 150 m m
H7, the distance traversed by the fragments inside the chambe r
thus being equal to about 1 rum of argon at atmospheric pressure .

I I , shape of the distribution curve for x = 10 mm must, o f
rise, be the same as that shown in Fig. 4 and, in fact, th e

1 cement is satisfactory . The influence of the background seem s

be slightly higher at lower pressure but, apart from this, th e
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energy loss per mm of Argon in Me V

Fig . 6 . Specific ionization for x = 14 mm (left) and x = 16 mm (right) .
Qx = 2mm .
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energy loss per mm of Argon In Me V

Fig . 7 . Specific ionization for x = 18 mm (left) and x = 20 mm (rigb i
Qx = 2mm.
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ro curves are very similar . The agreement between the absolute
clues of the abscissae is insignificant, because it is a result o f
lie particular way of determining the scale (see later) . Only for
ieasurements performed at the same pressure the pulse sizes ca n
ecompared directly. The curves of Fig. 8 for x = 8 and x =
0 mm indicate that the pulse sizes increase for both groups o f
ragments when x is lowered . A closer examination of the figure
hows that the increase is highest for the heavy group, an obser -

enema loss per mm of Argon in Me V

Fig. 8 . Specific ionization for x = 8 mm (left) and x = 10 mm (right) .
Qx = 1mm .

Ilion which can also be deduced from the change in shape o f
ie distribution curve . The two peaks of the curve have ap-
reached each other, which is clearly seen as the valley between
ïe peaks is not so deep for x = 8 mm as for x = 10 mm .

When x is further decreased the pulse sizes increase further .
9 shows curves obtained at a pressure of 75 mm Hg . It is

learly seen that the two groups have come still closer to each
ther for x = 6 mm and that they can no longer be separate d
ni = 4 mm. Also the pulse sizes are higher for x

	

4 mm
Ïi?n for x

	

6 mm .

1lthough the peaks on the distribution curves are considerably
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energy loss per mm of Argon /n Me V

Fig . 9 . Specific ionization for x = 4 mm (left) and x = 6 mm (right) .
Q x = 0.5 mm .

broadened by the influence of the background and the fin i

geometry it appears that the two peaks are of different sha p

the heavy group being lower and broader than the light gro w

This was also to be expected since the spread of the total encr .

is higher for the heavy than for the light group .

§ 5. Distribution curves for small values of x .

It is seen that the specific ionization decreases along the p a

of the fragment and that near the beginning of the path the r i

crease is higher for the heavy group . This indicates that the cu r

giving the specific ionization along the range for the two glen

will intersect at an x-value of about 4 mm, and the single p i

in Fig. 9 may be expected to split up into two peaks again whc r

is decreased below 4 mm. However, it was desirable to le i

this expectation experimentally . This could not be done e

n without changing the apparatus because of the rather l:

thickness of the gun and of the aluminum foil covering the i ,

zation chamber .

An attempt was made to measure the ionization of the f .

gents immediately outside the uranium layer . In a hemispherical
rization chamber, fission fragments were allowed to come ou t
om a very thin uranium layer in directions diverging less tha n
0 from the normal . Their paths inside the chamber had the
tme lengths, corresponding to about 1 mm of argon at atmo -
)heric pressure . The distribution curve for the ionization had
Lily one peak, but this was unsymmetrical, having a hump o n

2
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energy loss per mm of Argon In Me V
Gig, 10. Specific ionization for x = 4.5 mm (left) and x = 5.5 mm (right) .

Qx = 0.5mm .
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energy loss per mm of Argon In Me V
1 . Specific ionization for x = 2 .5 mm (left) and x = 3 .5 mm (right) .

Q x = 0 .5 mm .
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the right side. However, since some amplification took place i n

the chamber, the measurements were not regarded as sufficientl y

reliable .
Therefore, after some minor alterations, further measur e

ments were performed with the first arrangement . The gun w a

provided with a new diaphragm, a 3 min thick circular aluminu n

plate with 3000 holes, 1 mm in diameter . The aluminum foi

(0.25 mg/cm 2

	

1 .7 mm of argon) was replaced by a gold foil

0 .18 mg/cm2, corresponding t

a stopping power of about O .
mm argon .

15 0.5 Figs. 10, 11, and 12 gi g

the distribution curves for .7

values, 1 .5-5 .5mm, obtaine
with this arrangement and
pressure of 75 mm Hg . Th

E

	

agreement with previous met

200

	

surements is satisfactory ; ti l

i

		

last figures, however, probabl

give the best curves, sin e

É _ here the background seems t

be slightly smaller, which nia

be due to a small change i

the position of the box ortli

thickness of the paraffin insi•, i

ted between the Be-target a n

the box .

From the figures it is se e

that the pulses due to the ligt

group are slightly increas e

and that the pulses due to the heavy group increase more rapidt

when x varies from 5 .5 to 3 .5 mm. For x = 1 .5 the curve shin

a peak with a hump on the right side and, though it cannot be d- i

ded with certainty which of the two groups has the higher ion' z

tion, it is most likely that the rate of increase of pulse sizes for ilt

two groups has been continued also for values of x varying fro m
to 1 .5 and, hence, that the heavy group corresponds to the higl l e

pulse sizes . The hump of the curve is rather small, but additi ,

indication for its existence was provided by the mentioned i

Nr .11
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urements with the hemispherical chamber and also by a measure -
;lent with the present arrangement at a lower pressure . The lat-
r measurement gave a very similar curve for x = 1 .0 mm (not
hown) .

§ 6. Ionization range curves .

In Fig. 13 the ionization values obtained are plotted agains t
le distance x traversed by the fragments before the observation .
he pulse sizes are measured in relative units, and for measure -
lents performed at 300 mm Hg, corresponding to x-values o f
i1-20 mm, the values determined directly are plotted. The
idues obtained at 150 mm Hg, corresponding to x-values o f

t o
range mm Argo n

.13. Ionization range relations for fission fragments in argon . Open circle s
irespond to the peaks on the ionization distribution curves in the precedin g

!;es, full circles to upper and lower limits. Regarding the scale of ordinates ,
text.-When one of the peaks lies near the background the peak will b e
htly displaced against the background . Similar phenomena occur when th e
1 peaks lie near together . Small corrections are applied to compensate for

this effect.

12 mm, are reduced by a suitable factor before plotting an d
this way the range-ionization curves are fitted together . The
urformation factor was determined by measurements of th e

tin between the pulse sizes obtained at 300 mm Hg and at
lt. mrn Hg, respectively, for x-values of 10 and 12 mm . The
f1 :..kgl . Danske Vidensk. Selskab, Mat .-fps. Medd. XXV, 11 .
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energy loss pee- mm of Argo n
Fig . 12 . Specific ionization for
x = 1 .5 mm . L x = 0 .5 mm .
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Table 2 .

Light group .

Lowe r
limi t

x = 10 min . . . .

x = 12 - . . . .

ratio is given in Table 2, from which the mean value is four

to be 0 .79 .

The measurements performed at a pressure of 75 mm . I

and by means of the first and the second diaphragm have b e

treated in a similar way . Two different transformation facto

must be used, because different voltages (300 and 400 vol t

were applied to the chamber in the respective experimen t

Table 3 gives the factors used .

The scale of ordinates of Fig. 13 is chosen such that the ar

beneath the curve corresponding to the most frequent value

the specific ionization of the light group is 86 MeV . The va l

for the total energy given by FLAMMERSFELD, JENSEN, a i

GENTNER (6) is 87 MeV, but the absorption in the uranium la w

may be slightly higher in the present experiments . The ti r

beneath the corresponding curve for the heavy group is th

found to be 52 MeV, the ratio of the areas thus being 1 .65; i

value agrees fairly well with the ratio 1 .50 taken from the wo

of FLAMMERSFELD et al. Moreover, in the mentioned measul

merits we are dealing with that part of the range where the ene r

loss is almost entirely due to electronic collisions . By extrapolati

the curves in the way shown they reach the axis of abscissa e

Table 3.

Pressure

	

Diaphragm
Transformation

Range interva l
facto r

300 mm Hg

	

No. 1 1 .00 10-20 m m

150

	

-

	

-

	

-

	

1 0 .79 6-12

	

-

75

	

- 1 0 .70 4- 8

	

-

75

	

- -

	

2 0 .63 1 .5- 5 .5 -

hr. 11
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oints corresponding to what may be called the extrapolated
tinges Rex . Since, as was mentioned in the Introduction, th e

ragments may traverse a considerable distance after the poin t
where the ionization due to electronic . collisions has decreased

o. zero, the actual ranges R may, however, be somewhat highe r

han Rex and, hence, the areas beneath the curves drawn d o

of correspond exactly to the total energies .
These results do not agree with the conclusions of DEMERS (7 )

used on studies of the density of fission tracks in photographi c

ates, which point to a higher initial ionization of the light

agment than of the heavy fragment. Similar evidence was als o

Gently obtained by SHERR and PETERSON (8) in an analysis of

shape of pulses from an ionization chamber .

The question therefore arises whether there is any possibilit y

it, in the present experiments, the ionization E2 by the heavy

oup should be,_measured systematically too high as compared
Al the corresponding quantity Ei for the light group . In this

41nection it might be mentioned that small deviations fro m

rportionality between pulse sizes and number of ions might
ise from a variation of the specific ionization along the trac k
ide the chamber . Since the Ea (x) curve is steeper than the
x) curve, Ea might thus be measured relatively too high ,

ause when the positive ions are not removed, the ion pair s

iii give rise to the higher pulses, the larger their distances from th e

fleeting plate . However, the errors involved are quite negligible ;

r instance, for the measurements near the beginning of th e

nge, Ea decreases by about 5 per cent along the track insid e

c chamber and, if El were constant along the track ; the erro r

told amount to less than 0.8 per cent .

.nother possible source of error is that an ion multiplicatio n

curs in the chamber . Such a multiplication would probabl y
so favorize Ea, because the chance that an electron produces a
\V ion pair must be assumed to be proportional to the distanc e
av<.ersed by the electron and because the E2 curve is the steeper

ic . However, if such a multiplication were present, and if i t

storted the results, one should expect the ratio between pulse s

rFsponding to the two groups to vary strongly with the voltag e

s the chamber, which is not the case . This is proved by

for a pressure of 300 mm Hg . Similar investigation s

2 *

PeakUpper
limit

0 .7 7

.81

0 .7 6

.83

0 .7 7

.8 1
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giving the same result were also performed at lower pressure s

150 and 75 mm Hg .
At first sight, it might seem surprising that the range-ionizatio

curves for the two groups intersect ; nevertheless, this is jus

what should be expected . The heavy group is known to have t1

lower initial velocity and, since it has the higher initial charge (7 .;

it must also be expected to have the higher initial ionizati n

in agreement with the result of the present experiments. Then

because the heavy group has the shorter range, the curves mils

intersect .

CHAPTER I I

Specific Ionization in Various Gases .

§ 1 . Specific ionization in xenon .

Using the apparatus described in Chapter I the spec i

ionization was measured in several gases .

5
range mm Xeno n

Fig . 14 . Ionization range curves in xenon . Open circles correspond to peak
arrow points to upper and lower limits .

In xenon two series of measurements were performed at a
,[essure of 115 mm Hg and 38 mm Hg . Since some of the re-

rding films were lost by an accident the transformation facto r
eessary for a comparison of the two series of measurement s

g uld not be determined, but the experimental results were found
be very similar to those in argon, the higher stopping power

xeenon of course being taken into consideration. For x-value s
I 1 .9 and 2 .9 mm xenon the distribution curves were ver y
iuoilar to those for x-values 3 .8 and 5 .8 min of argon (Fig . 9) ,

hawing a single, rather symmetrical peak and a peak with a
Ilanp on the left side, respectively .

Fig. 14 gives the result of the measurements at a pressure of
15 mm Hg . The extrapolated ranges Rex are found to be 8 .5

aid 13 mm of xenon, corresponding to 16 and 24 mm of air' ,

hich is slightly higher than the corresponding values obtaine d
argon (13 .5 and 21 .7 mm of air), but the differences are hardly

utside the limits of experimental error . The ratio of the areas

eneath the two curves is 86 :54 = 1 .60, in rather good agree -
'ent with the value given by FLAMMERSFELD et al .

§ 2 . Spécific ionization in the light gases .

Preliminary experiments with the first diaphragm and th e

lurninum foil showed that the ionization distribution curve s

fund in hydrogen, deuterium, and helium were similar to thos e

iargon, the ionization varying along the range in much the
acne way . However„ rather large differences concerning the
educed extrapolated ranges occurred' . Also, the magnitude o f
is background relative to the actual pulses varied from one
is En another ; in hydrogen it was slightly higher than in deu-
lium, and in helium it was considerably higher .

1l1 three gases were used at a pressure of 120 mm Hg (15° C) .

The reduced extrapolated range is here defined by the expressio n

,sr
n

Rex = Rex U '
2

r

lug the relative stopping power for Pa a-particles and n the number o f
atoms in the molecule.
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From the reduced ranges given by BØGGILD, ARRØE, an d

SIGURGEIRSSON (10 1 ) for the light fragment, 21 .1, 22 .5, and

28 mm of hydrogen, deuterium, and helium, respectively, it wa s

estimated that a suitable range interval would be covered h `

the arrangement . However, it turned out that the reduced e x

trapolated ranges Reff were much smaller, viz . 14 .1, 15.1, and

19 mm of air in H2 , D2 , and He, respectively . Consequent
a rather large fraction of the total ionization curve had elapse (

for x values smaller than those covered by the measurements and

only a few points in the end of the curve for the light grout
were obtained .

In order to investigate a larger part of the range and to obtai n

information about the heavy group, it was decided to repe n

the experiments with the second diaphragm and a gold foil

As in the preliminary experiments the hydrogen was taken Iron

a steel tank, but before entering the chamber it was pass e

slowly over red-hot copper and through a liquid air trap . Th i

deuterium was produced by electrolysis from heavy water coil
taining about 5 per cent NaOH and was purified in the same wa v

The helium was taken from a steel tank ; as it was assumed tk

be pure, only containing traces of nitrogen, it was not purifia i

any further . Later, the helium was weighed ; when the gas is ass n

med to be a mixture of He and N 2 , an assumption which i

justified in view of a spectroscopical analysis earlier perform e

by Professor F . Rasmussen, the amount of N 2 was found ti

be 2 .8 per cent .

The same pressure, about 720 mm Hg, was used with aÎ _

three gases and, since all measurements for the various x-value ,

were performed at this pressure, no transformation factors wei

required . The thickness of the gold foil, 0 .18 mg/cm 2, was tig i

equal to 2 .0 mm of H 2 or D 2 and to 2 .3 mm of He .

The results of the experiments agree with the prelilninar

results . Figs. 15 and 16 show some of the distribution clin e

obtained in D 2. The curves obtained in H 2 were almost identi( a

with the former . In He, very similar curves were obtained, bil

due to the higher background the peaks were slightly broale

and the separation between the peaks and the backgron -

was somewhat less complete (cf . Fig. 17) .

1 ) In the following cited as 13 . A. S .

l lg. 17 . Specific ionization in helium for x values ranging from 11 .8 to
26.1 mm .
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Fig . 18 . Ionization range relations in deuterium .

100

Fig . 19 . Ionization range relation for the light fragment in helium .

Fig. 18 gives the ionization range curves in D 2 , which a

nearly identical with those in H 2 (cf. Chapter III) . The rst i

between the areas beneath the two curves is found to be 86 : 5
= 1 .65, which is the same as in A .

Fig . 19 gives the range ionization curve for the light grue

in He. Unfortunately, no reliable curve for the heavy fraghie n

can be derived from the measurements, but in Fig . 17 it is i t

dicated that the point of intersection of the two curves, if in .

falls close to the starting point of the fragments .

§ 3. Comparison of various gases .

The ionization range curves in the light gases show som e
lifferences from the corresponding curves in argon .

(1) The curve for the heavy group in A is nearly a straight

me ; in H 2 and Da the four last points corresponding to x-value s
rom 16 .5 to 30.5 mm fall almost on a straight line, but th e
) pint for x = 11 .5 mm falls somewhat above the line both in
1 and in D 2. This point is the most uncertain one, because the
corresponding ionization distribution curve shows only one peak
vhich, is the sum of the two peaks corresponding to the tw o
{roups. However, as these two peaks cover equal areas, it i s
ossible to analyse the curve and to determine the approximate
osition of the two peaks . Thus, the curve in H 2 and D 2 is found
be somewhat bent ; in fact, the last four points also indicate a

mall curvature of the line .

(2) In H 2 and D2 as well as in A the curves corresponding

i the light fragment are straight lines for the intermediate par t
if the range, which has been used to define the extrapolate d

anges, and in all three gases E 1 decreases more slowly in th e

beginning of the path. However, the bend of the curve in A
recurs at an x-value about half the extrapolated range, whil e

H 2 and D2 it falls somewhat nearer the beginning of the path .

(3) The curves corresponding to the two groups of fragments
will possibly intersect in all three gases, but in Ha and D 2 th e
Joint of intersection is situated much nearer the origin than i t

s in A ; in fact, from the experimental results we cannot at al l

lerluce with certainty that the curves will intersect in the light
uses . In 11 2 an ionization distribution curve was determined fo r
in x-value of 4 .5 mm ; this curve had only one rather sym-

notrical peak, which justifies the way in which the curves ar e
extrapolated towards small x-values .

(4) The ranges obtained in the various gases are summarize d
in Table 4. a denotes the value of the relative atomic stoppin g

r r used when calculating the reduced extrapolated range s

n the expression R
e

` = R eX • a• . 2 , where n is the number o f

u als in the molecules of the gas . In order to compare with th e

2 -

sa å0
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Extrapolated ranges (present work)
Ranges given b y

B . A . S .

Table 4 .

H 2 0 .22 65 .5 47 .5 14 .4 (14 .1) 2 10 .5 0 .72 21 .1 17 .7 0.8 4

D 2 0 .22 68 48 .5 15 .0 (15 .1) 2 10 .7 0.71 22 .5 18 .9 0.8 1

He i 0 .395 1 97 19

	

(19)

	

2 28 23 0 .82

A 1 .94 22 .4 14 .4 21 .7 14 .0 0 .65 23 .9 19 .4 0 .8 1

Xe 3 .76 13 8 .5 24 16 0 .67 23 18 0 .81

' As the helium gas was a mixture of 97 .2 °J° He and 2 .8 °I° N„ a was put equal t c
0 .350 .972 + 2 . 0 .98 . 0 .028 = 0 .395 ; 0 .35 and 0 .98 being the stopping powers for He an ,
N,, respectively .

x The figures in the brackets are those obtained in the preliminary investigation s

total reduced ranges given by B . A. S. the stopping power fo r

Po a-particles is chosen .

It is seen that the air equivalent of the extrapolated ranges

increases monotonically with the atomic number of the stopping

Is, in contrast to the total reduced ranges given by B . A. S . ,
Lich decrease from He through A to Xe. This is by no means
discrepancy, as will be further discussed in Chapter III .

In Fig. 20 are plotted the ionization range curves for th e

r ar'ious gases ; the abscissae are the distances traversed, reduce d
1normal air by means of the values for a given above . Evidently ,

ie small values of the reduced extrapolated ranges in H 2 , D 2 ,

nd He involve a higher initial ionization per mm of air in thes e

ases than in A, a result which, however, is in agreement wit h

he theory. Moreover, the agreement is not only qualitative .
T rom the figure we find for the ionization per mm of air, i . e .

ce ionization by fission fragments relative to that by a-particles ,
hat for the light group it is 1 .6 times higher in H 2 (D 2) than in

\, and 1 .2 times higher in He than in A . Assuming the charg e

be the same in all gases, Bolin (2) finds the ratios, calculated
means of the theoretical stopping formula, to be 1 .5 and 1 .2 ,

espectively, in agreement with the experimental values .

§ 4 . Measurements in mixtures of gases .

Although the above-mentioned agreement is rather satis-

aetory, the ionization in H 2 is seen to be slightly higher tha n

s-
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21 . Ionization range relations in a mixture of 95 per cent deuterium and
r cent argon.-The "curve D-D corresponds to the light group of fragment s
ure D 2 . The curves for the heavy group in pure D2 and in the mixture ,

respectively, are identical.
Fig. 20 . Ionization range relations in various gases .-The full-drawn cu r

correspond to the light group, the dotted lines to the heavy group .
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what corresponds to the calculations . This might indicate the

also the charge in H 2 is slightly higher than in the other gase s
which would not be difficult to understand from a theoretic s

point of view. For a-particles the cross-section for electro i

capture is much smaller in H2 than in heavier gases and th i

same should be true for fission fragments . One should thus ex

pect that a small admixture of a heavier gas would cause a i

increase in the charge and the ionization ; measurements of t h

specific ionization were therefore performed in two gas mix

tures .

In a mixture of 564 mm D 2 and 30 mm A the result show

in Fig . 21 was obtained . RéX 1 is found to be somewhat high e

than in pure D 2 (16.4 mm of air against 15 .0), but Ré7C 2 i

unchanged. For a comparison the curves obtained in pure I

are shown. The curves for the heavy group are identical, whi l

those for the light group differ markedly. For x = 2.3 a n

3.2 mm no points are given for the heavy group, since on l

one peak is seen on each of the corresponding distribution curv e

and their analysis is rather uncertain, but from the distributio n

it is obvious that the curves intersect at an x=value near 2 . Thu

it is found that the point of intersection has a higher x-val u

and that the bend of the curve for the light group falls at high e

x-values than in pure D 2. The features of the curves approaç

those in A, but the change is by far the highest for the light fra g

ment . For this fragment the initial specific ionization is mu e

lower in the mixture than in pure D 2, but even if the charg e

in the two gases are equal, the ionization will of course be t h

smaller in the mixture . However, a closer examination of t h

results indicates a lower zi value in the mixture (see Chapter Il ( ;

The determination of the ionization range curves in the m l

ture of D 2 + A is based on measurements of about 17,000 puk"

a number of the same order of magnitude as that used whe i

determining the curves in the pure gases . In a mixture of 560 . m

He + 28 mm A similar measurements were performed, but oa t
114 . of the recording films were examined, as the distributi !
curves were found to be almost identical with those in hehis i
without the admixture of A . RéX•1 was found to be the sa m

the mixture containing A and in helium, only containing th e

admixture of N 2 (19.5 and 19.2 mm of air, respectively) .

CHAPTER III

Construction of Velocity Range Relations
for the whole Range.

§ 1 . Energy loss along the range in argon .

The previous measurements of the specific ionization could
my yield ionization range curves for the first part of the rang e
nee, in the last part of the range, the ionization became to o
iv as compared with the ionization background in the chamber .
ewever, even if the ionization had been measurable, we coul d
a as in the beginning of the path, expect it to be proportiona l
the energy loss, since in the end of the path ionization take s
ice mainly through nuclear collisions and since many of the re -

atoms might have rather small energies and, hence ,
r +duce fewer ion pairs per eV . If for velocities of the fragments

E2
nailer than vo = - the energy loss due to electronic encounter s

neglected in comparison with that due to nuclear collisions ,
e energy loss may be estimated by the formula (Bonis, ref . 2 ,
rinula 5 .1,2)

dv

	

z2z2 E4

dx
2nN

mm ' v3'L ,

hare Lv is a logarithmic expression, which may be writte n

l

	

1- 2
/z El3 + zE(9 ~1n+m') (Uo) 2

IJ

	

(2 )mm v

i these expressions, N denotes the number of atoms per cm 3
u'thestopping gas, and m and z are the mass and the nuclear
Itarge numbers of the fragment, while m' and z ' refer to the
is` atoms, and a is the electronic mass .

F' imula (1) does not hold for very small velocities v< 3 vo)

which the logarithmic argument in (2) becomes comparabl e

(1 )

L„=log{z
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with or smaller than unity . For such velocities - dx
will tia l

inversely proportional to v, but in the case of fission fragmen t

this problem affects only the extreme end of the range and i

insignificant in the present connection .

Let us consider the "average fragments" to which we ascrili

the values (z i , m l) = (39, 95) and ( :

m 2,) = (53, 139) (cf. ref . 11) . By a numer

cal integration of (1) we get v and dx
functions of x in the range interval concei

ned. Fig. 22 shows the result for the ligl

fragment; the point for which v = I

has been chosen as origin on the ax

of abscissae . From these two curl" (

	 = my dl" is calculated and the resu

Fig . 22. v (x) (scale to the

left) and -
dv (x )
	 dx (scale t o

the right) for the light
fragment in argon . The
curves are calculated on
the assumption that th e
energy loss is due entirely

to nuclear collisions .

the dx
curve along the whole range for the fragment wit

(zi , m i. ) = (39, 95) . In order to derive this curve, the curve s

and b should, strictly speaking, be plotted as functions of ti

velocity, in which case the contributions from electronic an

nuclear collisions could be directly added . However, consideriri

the uncertainty of the whole procedure, it is justified simply I

join a and b in a smooth way .

The corresponding curve for the heavy fragment has bec

obtained in a similar way and is also shown in Fig . 23 . The ordiii

tes of the ionization measurements, determined only on a relati `

scale, have been normalized in such a manner that the arc

beneath the full-drawn curve for the light fragment is 86 Mc\

.presenting the initial energy . The area beneath . the curve fo r
ie heavy fragment is then found to be 55 MeV, corresponding

a ratio 1 .56 between the initial energies of the two fragments ,
1 good agreement with the value of 1 .50 given by FhAMMERs -
LLD et al . (6) and the value of 1 .49 given by JENTSCHKE (12).
is of interest here to note that the ratio of the areas beneath

zo
range cm Argo n

Fig . 23 . Energy loss along range in argon .

le two extrapolated ionization curves is 1 .65, which is higher
Ian the directly measured ratio of the initial energies and, thus ,
ist we get an improved internal consistency of the empirica l
ala by taking into account the difference between Rex and R.

ti 2 . Energy range curves and velocity range curves in argon .

From the
d

curves the E (x) curves are obtained by inte-dx
Fig. 24 shows the result for both fragments . The curve

for the light fragment may be compared with the curve previousl y
nelleured in mica (3) . Assuming the relative stopping power of
rgon and mica to be the same for fission fragments as fo r
i-particles of medium velocity, for which 1 cm of argon cor-
rrsponds to 1 .41 mg/cm 2 of mica, we get a very close agreement,
ii difference between the two curves in the interval from 0 t o

U, Kgl . Donske Vidensk . Selskab, Mat .-lps . Medd . \\V . I I .
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is given by curve a in Fig . 23 . The enl'.

point for this curve has been chosen to 1

x = 2 .47 cm of argon in accordance wi t

the range value given by B . A . S . Curve

of Fig. 23 is the curve from Fig . 13 cot

responding to the most frequent values c

the specific ionization for the light grout

and the full-drawn curve obtained h

fitting together a and b in the way shown

the figure may be assumed to repres(,

70
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2 .4 mg/cm 2 of mica never exceeding 2 MeV . For fragments havi n

traversed 1 .04 mg/cm 2 of mica, corresponding to 0 .74 cm argot

E2 was previously found to be 23 MeV (13), while the con e

sponding value as taken from Fig . 24 is 19 MeV . Also here

is interesting to note that, if the tail of the dE2 curve had be e

omitted, we would have obtained an E 2 (x) curve giving the vali

hr . 11
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§ 3 . Energy loss along the range in the light gases .

In complete analogy to the procedure described in § 1 th e
i

I relations have been constructed for H 2 and D 2 by means of

we measurements of specific ionization, the nuclear stoppin g

24
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Fig . 24 . Energy vs. range (scale to the left) and velocity vs . range (scale
the right) for fission fragment in argon . Indices 1 and 2 refer to the light
heavy group, respectively. The points are the velocities given by Baggi

Brostrom, and Lauritsen .

of 12 MeV, which would he in definite disagreement with t 1

measured 23 MeV .
From the E (x) curves also the v (x) curves may be derive

They are shown in the same figure where furthermore are ploih

the results obtained by BOGGILD, BROSTRØM, and. LAURITSEN 1

who have measured the velocity as a function of the residual ra eg

These authors give mean values for both groups of fragments -tab t

together and, consequently, their data have been compared «ß-iÎ

the curve for the light fragment (open circles) as well as « i

the v 2 (x) curve (full circles) . The points are seen to fall sli li l

below the ul (x) curve and slightly above the second curve ;

the agreement must be considered satisfactory .

2
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range em Hydrogen

ig . 25. Energy loss . along range in hydrogen and deuterium . The open circles
e the experimental values found in H2 , the full circles the corresponding

values in, D 2 .

5rmula (1), and the range values given by B .A.S . The resul t
llewu in Fig. 25 . It should here be remembered that th e

1,,cimental values are measured only in relative units and,
e, the agreement between the absolute values of the points
sponding to H2 and D 2 is partly a result of the normalizatio n

the scale, by which the areas beneath the curves for the light
-went in H 2 and D 2 are given the same value . Nevertheless ,

i> satisfactory to find that the rate of decrease in specific energy

for the light fragment in the first part of the path is so nearly3 *

f 987 f0
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the same in the two gases and that also the two curves for th

heavy group coincide . This not only checks the reliability of 11 i
measurements, but it also confirms the theoretical estimate t1 . [
the stopping in this part of the range is due to electronic e

counters and that nuclear collisions are of negligibly sma l

influence .

The influence of nuclear collisions over the last part of th

range is exhibited by the difference of the ranges ir H 2 and h

This difference can be estimated on the assumption that, a s
first approximation, electronic stopping may be neglected P
velocities smaller than vo and that nuclear stopping is unii h
portant for v > vo (2) . In this way, one finds differences of 7 nu )
and 5 mm for the light and heavy fragment, respectively, which i

just in accordance with the empirical values found by B . A .

The ratio of the areas beneath the
d

curve and the
d

curve is found to be 1 .53, in agreement with the measured rai n
of the initial energies .

§ 4. Energy range curves and velocity range curves i n

H 2 and D2 .

In a manner similar to that applied for argon the E (x) cu ru c

and the v (x) curves are derived for H 2 and D 2. They are sho w

in Fig. 26, where also the v (x) values obtained in H 2 (op (
circles) and D 2 (full circles) by B . A . S . are plotted. It is se e

that these values fall rather far outside the curves ; the discrepant
cannot be explained only by uncertainties in measurements, bï
seems to represent a systematic deviation . In fact, the points u
situated nearly on the straight lines connecting the two end s
the curves (dotted on the figure) and from the preceding
cedure it is clear that when representing v (x) by these lin

e would find disagreement with the theory as well as with the iue a
surements of the specific ionization .

A possible explanation for the discrepancy might be fouti i
in the assumption that the light gases in the cloud-chamber us e
by B . A. S . were not pure, but contained admixtures of heavih

1,\
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0®~~~ ~
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range cm Hydrogen

M. Energy -vs . range (scale_to the left) and velocity vs. range (scale to th e
i4ht) for fission fragments inhydrogen and deuterium.-Indices 1 and 2 refe r
,'the light and heavy fragment, respectively .-The points are the velocitie s

uven by Bøggild, Arroe, and Sigurgeirsson, the open and full circles correspond -
ing to H2 and D 2 , respectively .

rases ;- in any case, we know that some wa-ter vapour was pre-
unl . As will be seen from Fig. 21, a small contamination of
'gun in the deuterium gas causes a rather large change of th e

curve . The effect ig much smaller for the heavy fragment ,7 i

hit in this connection it might also be noted that the deviatio n
t the cloud-chamber data from the curves in Fig . 26 is much

8

7 0

6 0
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greater for the light than for the heavy fragment . In order t

estimate the influence of impurities we may use the ionizati ü

measurements in a mixture of 95 per cent D 2 and 5 per cent .

given in Fig. 21 . From these measurements the velocity rang

relation can be calculated in the usual way by assuming the tot a

range to be equal to those given by B . A. S. for their deuteriu m

gas . The v(x) curve is not appreciably different from that ü

Fig. 26 ; v l (x) for the mixture is shown by the full-drawn cur e

in Fig. 27, while for pure D 2 vi (x) is represented by the dotte

curve. It is seen that the new curve comes somewhat nearer - t

the cloud-chamber data in the first part of the range, but it i

at the same time evident that in this manner no explanati e

si offered of the discrepancies at smaller velocities .

However, there is no reason to emphasize this discrepanc y

The cloud-chamber data cannot be expected to have a hi p

accuracy in the velocity region concerned, since they rely o

the proton velocity range relation which is not very well kno w

for such small velocities . Moreover, the greatest uncertainty c

the constructed velocity range curves falls just in the region i

question, in which nuclear stopping gradually takes over fron

electronic stopping . In fact, the curves have been constructer

in accordance with the assumption that electronic stopping ma

be neglected for v < v 0 ; this assumption, of course, is somewlr a

arbitrary, although it was seen to give the correct values for tl i

differences of the ranges in H 2 and D2 .

§ 5 . Estimate of the effective charge of the fragments .

From the values ofd along the range it is possible to calc u

late the effective charge z••` of the fragments by means of 1h

electronic stopping formula (Bonn, ref. 2, formula 5 .1 .2 )

ø 4

2~cN(z
s

L . .
~

U2

	

F.

In heavy stopping materials like A the quantity LE for fissi r

fragments may be obtained from the relation

39

= L
E
a(3 r-~ ~ x_1 (4)

=2z` `* -0 ° (5)
v

did where La is a quantity to be used in (3) when a-particles

re considered . This quantity may be derived from the measure-
ents of MANO (14) of the stopping of a-particles in A . He find s

g at the empirical data can be represented by the expressio n

2 ,ccv2 1 2.
Ï JI

,itl I = 195 eV 1 . M ANO's measurements cover only velocitie s
eater than 1 2 . 10 cm/sec ; for considerably smaller values (6)

Lc;ill not hold but, since L f according to (6) is nearly linear fo r

large interval of v and since, according to general arguments (2) ,

, should be approximately proportional to v over a large velocit y

gion, we may extrapolate towards smaller v by the expression

LÉ = 6 .33 .10 s
.v

	

(7)

hich coincides with (6) for v = 13 .1=10 8 cm/sec .

The calculated values of z aa for the two fragments are show n
Fig. 28 as functions of x and of v . The initial effective charge s

e found to be about 22 s, which closely coincides with th e
ieasured values of the total charges e of the fragments (5) .
hi•ough the end-points of the z' r (v) curves are drawn dotte d
titres proportional to v (curves a and b) and proportional t o

(curve c) . In earlier experiments (3), the total charge e l for

e light fragment was found to be nearly proportional to v l
the beginning of the range, and the corresponding quantity e 2

r the heavy fragment was by similar measurements found t o
pi eease somewhat more slowly than v 2 . Concerning the present

ills it is seen that z2" varies approximately proportional to v 2 ,

In fact, in deducing the value

	

195 eV, MANO applied certain corrections
roula (6) ; in our case, however, these are already included in relation (4) .

dE

dx

L E = z' log (6)
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Fig . 28. The effective charge of fission fragments in argon as functions of tl i
distance x traversed (scale of abscissae below) and as functions of the veluci t

v (scale of abscissae above) .
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and that zi (v) decreases more slowly than 4 (v), in accordanc e

with the mentioned measurements of the total charges .
A slight discrepancy which definitely cannot be accounte i

for by experimental uncertainties appears since, according L

Fig. 28, we have zi > 4 for x = 0, while the charge measur e

ments (9) have shown that the heavier fragment at the begi n

'ling of the range carries a charge about 10 per cent higher th a

that of the lighter fragment . A possible, though not very probali l

explanation for this discrepancy might be found in the fact th,'

the measured charge values are those characteristic of the pen t

tration of the fragments through the uranium target, while t h

values in Fig . 28 correspond to argon . Another explanation r o u

be that the effective charge, as defined by (3), although appro x

imately equal to the total charge of the fragment, still mig l

differ slightly from this quantity .

In the case of hydrogen, the value of LE to be introdu

in (3) may be written

4 1

= log
lvo

)
L,

	

4
[]-2 [

2 v ]

cohere the square brackets indicate that the quantity in the brackets
to be replaced by unity if smaller than 1 . A slightly more

velocity v in cm per se c
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Fig . 29 . The effective charge of fission fragments in hydrogen as functions o f
hs distance z traversed (scale of abscissae below) and as functions of th e

velocity v (scale of abscissae above) .

accurate expression is obtained by replacing vo by vH given b y

16.0 eV, since expression (8) in the case of fast a-par -

I for which x < 1 reduces to MANO ' s semi-empirical formula _
fhe calculated values of z' in H 2 are shown in Fig . 29 .

1'I curves are similar to those in argon and also here the initia l

(8 )

2
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)

value of z' is higher for the light than for the heavy fragm e
As is seen, the initial values of z2 are approximately equal
the two gases, while zi is slightly higher in H 2 than in A .

Similar calculations for the mixture of 95 , per cent D 2 ai

5 per cent A lead to the result that the heavy fragment has
most the same initial effective charge in all the gases, while t l
initial value of z *i was found to be about 10 per cent lower
the mixture than in pure D 2 .

Thus, it is indicated that the effective charge for the li g

fragment has a higher value in the light than in heavier gast

In view of the fact that this result is somewhat uncertain i t
planned to measure the total charge in the various gases

means of the deflection method''5) .

This work has been carried out at the Institute for Theoreti c
Physics, University of Copenhagen. The author is deeply grate l

to the Director of the Institute, Professor NIELS Boxx, for It
continued encouragement . I also wish to express my heart h
thanks to Professor J . C . JACOBSEN for his great interest in Il

work and, furthermore, I am indebted to AAGE Boxx, mag .

for valuable discussions and suggestions .

*) Note added in proof : As the first results of measurements of the t
charge in various gases, the following may be mentioned .

1) In the gases, the light fragment has a higher charge than th e
fragment, in contrast to the charges as measured in uranium. This resi I
minates the discrepancy mentioned on page 40 .

2) However, the initial charges are found to be . about 15E, thu :
what smaller than the effective charges estimated from the specific ener f

3) The charge of the light fragment may be slightly higher in hp
than in heavier gases, but the phenomena seem to be more complicate .
assumed in the above paragraph .

More detailed information will be given when the experiments as
eluded.
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